
Dear Canadian friends: 

Since the start of war in Ukraine, I've been preparing weekly reports about our outreach to the 

Ukrainian refugees in Europe and to Ukraine proper. I'm forwarding my most recent write-up - in case 

you are wondering about ReFrame's involvement 

Among our personal news, the condo my wife owned in Kyiv (before we were married) suffered some 

damage as a result of an attack on a major shopping center. At least 8 people were killed outright and 

many injured. Her 12-th floor condo had an unobstructive view of that mall and some beautiful 

sunsets. So now most windows are gone, including some window frames, there are minor cracks on 

the ceiling. We hope that the structure is ok but who knows. We knew that something like that was 

coming since there was some Ukrainian military equipment on the mall's parking lot. But it was still 

emotional for us as we were planning to stay there when we'd go to Kyiv. (Of course, we gave up on 

those plans for now.) Once we have our travel papers, we'd like to look into the Baltic states as a 

possible ministry base for the Russian-language outreach. 

Reframe outreach to the Ukrainian refugees continues. . It seems like currently we are the only 

CRCNA agency with a direct outreach to the Ukrainian refugees in Poland. 

Some reflection: 

Our Ukraine leader, Lika served 

in a refugee camp in Krakow. 

Women and teenagers were 

present. Some little girls 

joined, as well. Lika shared the 

gospel with them and talked 

about our hope in Christ: 

"Even if we lose everything, we 

can find a strong foundation in 

Christ." In the end Lika prayed 

with them.   

 

Then,  in Lika's own words: 

"I was invited by a local Ukrainian church pastor, Pastor 

Andrew, to serve at a meeting of the Ukrainian women 

and children who fled the war. They are now living in 

Krakow, Poland. I shared the message of Christ with them, 

and then prayed with them. Some people accepted Christ 

(about 10 unbelievers prayed a prayer 

of acceptance ) People were very emotional, some of 

them cried. And then the kids cut out and painted little 

paper hearts and wrote a prayer to God on them. They 



sang the song of Prayer for Ukraine and went outside and tied these prayers to balloons and released 

them into the sky with words of gratitude to Jesus." 

 These are just two examples. There are daily outreach events and opportunities to share the 

gospel. The media outreach to the refugees goes on, as well. Special programs are produced locally by 

our volunteer partners in the Baltics (Latvia and Estonia). They are carried by our local AM/FM 

affiliate stations. 

Thank you for your prayers and support of our ministry: 

Blessings, 

Sergei Sosedkin 

Reframe Russian Ministry leader 


